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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government.

Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees makes any warranty, express

or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any

information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not irdr/nge privately owned

rights. Reference tr_demaxk, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement,

recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of

authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the Uxtited States Government or any agency,

contractor, or subcontractor thereof.
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1. Introduction

1.2. Purpose

MARKAL-MACRO is an experiment in model linkage. This new tool is intended as an

improvement over existing methods for energy strategy assessment. It is designed specifically for

estimating the costs and analyzing the technologies proposed for reducing environmental risks such as

• global climate change or regional air pollution.

The greenhot_se gas debate illustrates the usefulness of linked energy-economy models. A

central issue is the coupling between economic growth, the level of energy demands, and the

development of an energy system to supply these demands. The debate is often connected with

alternative modeling approaches. The competing philosophies may be labeled "top-down macroecono-

mic" and "bottom-up engineering" perspectives.

Do macroeconomic models, with their descriptions of effects within the total economy but

fewer technical details on the energy system, tend to overestimate future energy demands? Conversely,

do engineering models, ignoring feedbacks to the general economy and non-technical market factors but

containing rich descriptions of technology options, tend to take too optimistic a view of conservation

and the use of renewable energy sources? Or is the principal difference that the engineering models

ignore new sources of energy demands, and that the macroeconomic models ignore saturation effects tbr

old categories of demands?

An efficient modeling tool must have the scope and detail to match the width and depth of the

policy problem being analyzed. If we are to cope with major environmental risks (e.g., the possibility

of global climate changes), there must be long-range, fundamental changes in the energy system. For

an analysis of these changes, the modeling tool must be able to capture the complex network of

relations within the energy system, as well as the opportunities of new or improved 'technologies.

Changes in the energy system may lead to increased energy costs and changing relative prices

for energy carriers. If energy prices rise, there will be a considerable amount of price-induced

conservation. A transition would require the reallocation of resources from other parts of the economy.

In this way, it could affect capital formation and reduce economic growth. Ultimately this would

affect the aggregate level of economic activity and the mix of energy demands. To analyze these

indirect effects of emission reductions, we need modeling tools that will integrate the macroeconomic

and the systems engineering approach.

$
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1.2. The Models

Good documentation is available for MAFtKAL and for MACRO. These each have a proven

track record for energy and environmental use. See Rowe and Hill (1989), Johnsson et al. (1992) and

Manne and Richels (1992).

Both models are dynamic. That is, they are solved under the assumption that there is perfect

foresight with respect to changing technologies and economic conditions. The alternative would be to
&

adopt recursive dynamics in which decisions are made separately for each time period. The recursive

approach has several advantages, but like the cobweb model of agricultural systems_ it has the

disadvantage of a tendency toward "overshoot and collapse". *

MARKAL is a systems engineering (physical process) analysis built on the concept of a

Refe:ence Energy System, RES. See Marcuse et al. (1976) and Fishbone et al. (1983). MARKAL

allows a detailed description of existing and alternative energy technologies and of existing and

alternative paths of energy carriers from their source -- through different conversion technologies -

until the point of final use. The MARKAL structure makes it possible to build in supply curves of

technical conservation. See Wene (1980). Often, however, it was supposed that comprehensive supply

curves were too difficult to estimate, and price-induced conservation options were therefore omitted.

MARKAL is solved by means of dynamic linear programming. In most applications, the end

use demands are fixed, and an economically efficient solution is obtained by minimizing the present

value of the energy system's costs throughout the planning horizon.

General!y, MARKAL has been used in a stand-alone mode, but there have been a number of

experiments with informal linkage to other models. The first work along these lines was reported by

Hoffman and Jorgensen (1977). For subsequent work, see Berger et al. (1987) and Yasukawa et al.

(1989). We are unaware of previous efforts at formal linkage ("hardlinking") between MARKAL and

a long-term macroeconomic growth model.

MACRO is a macroeconomic model with an aggregated view of long-term economic growth.

The basic input factors of production are capital, labor and individual forms of energy. The economy's

outputs are used for investment, consumption and interindustry payments for the cost of energy.

Investment is used to build up the stock of capital. The model clearly distinguishes between

autonomous and price-driven conservation.

MACRO is solved by nonlinear optimization. It uses the criterion of maximum discounted

utility of consumption to select among alternative time paths of energy costs, macroeconomic m

consumption and investment.

D
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MACRO is "dynamic" in the same sense as MARKAL: it uses look-ahead features for choices

thoughout the planning horizon. This implies, for instance, that the investment decisions lead to equal

benefits for the consumer from an additions! dollar's worth of current consumption and the future

consumption generated by an additional dollar's worth of investment.

Both MACRO and MARKAL are based on the concept of a single representative producer-

consumer. This means that there are no tax or subsidy wedges between the marginal costs of

consumption and of production. Neither model provides a direct calculation of impacts on individual

industries at_ say, the two-digit SIC level. Hitherto, MACRO has been used only in conjunction with
Q

ETA, a highly aggregated Energy Technology Assessment model.

In describing the development of the energy system and providing information about energy

costs, MARKAL fulfills the same role as ETA. MARKAL has considerably more technological detail

than ETA, but ETA has a more sophisticated treatment of nonlinearities in the dynamics of market

penetration. ETA features only 8 electric and 9 nonelectric technologies. There is little or no

description of the conversion proce._ses that lie between primary energy sources and the end-use

demands.

The linkage experiment is based on a U.S. demonstration version of MARKAL - one containing

about 15 supply technologies, 30 demand technologies and 10 different fuels. It also incorporate

seasonal and diurnal variations in the demands for electricity and district heating. It distinguishes

between 13 different useful energy demands. These are viewed as primary inputs into the MACRO

production function.

The full-scale U.S. version of MARKAL currently contains descriptions of more than 100

technologies, and time is analyzed in five-year steps. To reduce computer time, this experimental

version of MAKI{AL-MACRO has fewer technologies and fewer time periods. We use ten-year

increments from 1990 through 2020.

Useful Energy Demands are exogenous parameters in the stand-alone MARKAL. As a result of

the two way linkage, useful energy demands become internal parameters determined by macroeconomic

growth and by conservation (both autonomous and price-driven). Capital accumulation and economic

growth are affected by changes in energy costs, but interfuel substitution lies within the domain of

MARKAL.

3
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1.3. Organ_tion of this report

Section 2 contains a more detailed descriptions of the MARKAL and MACRO models and the

concepts underlying the linkage of the two models. Section 3 describes some of the technical difficulties

that had to be overcome, and section 4 provides illustrative numerical results. The concluding section

contains our suggestions for future work.

2. MARKAL, MACRO and the linkage approach

2.1 Overview o t, the linkage

Figure l-I provides an overview of the connections between the two components of the system.

To minimize the need for structural changes in the two original models, we have introduced only two

types of linkage, There are physical flows of energy from MARKAL into MACRO, and there are

energy cost payments from MACRO into MARKAL. This is much the same approach that has proven

itself in ETA-MACRO. The principal difference is that the physical flows of energy are defined here

"Useful Energy Demands". They are exogenous to the stand-alone version of MARKAL, but

endogenous to the linked model. The costs of energy supply appear in the objective function of

MARKAL, but enter into MACRO through _the period-by-period constraints governing the allocation of

the economy's aggregate output between consumption, investment and energy cost payments.

The linkage between MARKAL and MACRO is based upon one key idea -- the concept of an

economy-wide production function. Just as with any other attempt at understanding the complexities

of an economic system, there are pros and cons in adopting this particular abstraction. The principal

advantage is that this enables us to make a direct link between a physical process analysis and a

standard long-term macroeconomic growth model. The principal disadvantage is that we cannot make

a direct connection with the interindustry composition of demands (described, for example, in terms of

two-digit SIC codes).

For demonstrating the feasibility of the_e ideas, the model is benchmarked against U.S. data

for a base year of 1990, and the projections cover ten-year time intervals from 2000 through 2020.

This is an intertemporal rather than a recursive system. Expectations affect the accumulation of

capital over time. Savings and investment decisions are modeled through the maximization of

discounted utility.

¥
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2.2 MARK.AL

The MARKAL (MARKet ALlocation) model was developed between 1976 and 1981 as a

multinational collaborative effort within the framework of the international Energy Agency. See

Fishbone et al. (1983). MARKAL is a technologically oriented linear programming model of the

energy sector, The system boundaries are defined by the user. The model was used for studies of the

national energy systems for most countries within the IEA. See Tosato et al. (1984). It was also used

to support energy planning in developing nations such as Braztl_ China, Ecuador and Indonesia. It was

applied to regional energy systems irl Canada and community energy planning in Sweden. See, f

respectively, Berger et al. (1987) and Wene (1989).

The RES (Reference Energy System) concept is central to MARKAL. The RES is a flowchart

showing ali possible routes from each source of primary energy through various transformation steps to

each end-use demand sector, The flowchart can be extended to show emissions when energy is

transported or converted from one form to another. MARKAL describes these routes, energy

conversion and distribution technologies and also emissions control options. The model identifies those

routes and technologies that best satisfy the overall objectives of the energy system, The model

describes the technical and economic properties of each technology -- and may also describe the

technical and behavioral constraints upon their implementation. Typical parameters include energy

efficiency, emissions, operating and maintenance costs, initial investment, and availability factors.

The most common formulation is to satisfy the end-use demands at a minimum present value

of system costs. Typically, the real annual discount rate lies between 4% and 8%. The modeling

horizon is 25-40 years, usually described in time steps of either 3 or 5 years.

MARKAL is a data-driven model. The numerical results depend heavily upon the input

assumptions. The logical structure is relatively simple. Most constraints describe annual, seasonal or

diurnal energy balances. There are constraints ensuring that enough capacity will be built to meet the

demands for secondary and tertiary energy carriers, and there are other constraints allowing for

scheduled and uns,cheduled maintenance. The input data can be grouped into four broad categories:

• Technology categorizations. The scale may be either large or small. Both price-induced

and non-price conse_rvation may be included in the definition of a technology. A typical large-scale

unit would be an integrated coal-gasification combined-cycle electricity generating station. Heat pumps

and electric cars are examples of small-scale end-use technologies. Conservation options might include

double-pane windows and high-efficiency oil burners. Technology characterizations represent most of

the input data to a MARKAL model.
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• Sources of primary energy, Primary energy may be defined in terms of o[1 and gas wells_

coal and uro.ntum mines, end biomass raw material, These sources are usually characterized by supply

curves showing the annual potential supply and extraction costs, For exhaustible resources_ there may

be cumulative constraints indicating the total of proven reserves and additional resources that might be

available over the planning horizon, Import and export options are also included here,

. • Useful energy demands, In the stand-alone version of MARKAL, end-use demands are

specified exogenously for all time periods, The demands may be defined either in terms of energy

requirements or in terms of an energy service, e,g, vehicle-kilometers of automotive transport or tons of

steel. The demands need not refer to a specific fuel, MARKAL has built-lh options for alternative

fuels and end-use utilization technologies,

• Environmental constraints. Environmental constraints may be introduced as a physical

cap on emissions such as sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides or carbon dioxide. The dual variables on these

constraints may be interpreted in terms of emission fees or taxes,

2.3 MACRO

The MACRO prod_,ction function is characterized by smooth substitution. With its nonlinear

form, a small price change leads to a small change in the mix of inputs or outputs. The structure leads

to qualitatively different results from those generated by a linear program such as MARKAL, With

linear programs, it is typical to observe "penny-switching" effects. A small change in prices will lead

either to no effect whatever -- or else to a large change in the composition of inputs or outputs.

The inpuis to the production function consist of capital, labor and useful energy demands.

Capital, labor and energy may each be substituted for the other, but there are diminishing returns to

the substitution process. This is the way in which the model incorporates price-induced energy

conservation. In addition, there is the possibility of autonomous improvements in energy efficiency

_ (AEEI, for short). These are non-price factors that could reduce energy demands per unit of gross

output.

To avoid the econometric estimation of many parameters, the production function is a nested

CES (constant elasticity of substitution) form. At the top level, there is a capital-labor aggregate that

may be substituted for an energy aggregate. At the bottom level, there is a unitary elasticity of

substitution between capital and labor, and the energy aggregate is separable. This structure implies
{"

that capital and labor may be substituted directly tbr each other, e.g. through the automation of labor-

- intensive tasks. The higher the wage rate, the more attractive it becomes to adopt automation.

7



With this specific form of CES nesting, price-induced conservation operates by lowering the

marginal productivity of capital and labor. That is, if there is a rise in energy costs, the production

function allows us to adapt by substituting more capital and labor in place of energy. Moreover, each

category of useful energy demands may be substituted for the other. In effect, we assume "want

independence" between them. See Frisch (1959). The ease or difficulty of price-induced conservation

is governed largely by the value adopted for ESUB (tl:e elasticity of substitution between the energy

and the capital-labor aggregates).

The economy's long-term growth rate is determined primarily by the value assumed for the

growth of the labor force and its productivity. The combination of these two factors is described in

terms of labor "efficiency units". For shorthand, this is the "potential" growth rate of the economy.

It is a major determinant of the utility discount rate employed in the MACRO objective function. If

there is a rise in energy costs, it will be optimal to reduce consumption and investment. With a drop

in capital formation, the realized growth rate will then fall short of the potential.

3. The specifics of har_g

3.1 GAMS and OMNI

MARKAL-MACRO is written in GAMS (a generalized algebraic modeling system). See

Brooke et al. (1988). To solve a single case, it takes about 6 minutes on a 25 mhz desk-top 486

computer. This is about 50% more time than is required to solve MARKAL as a stand-alone linear

program.

MARKAL is written in OMNI, a character-oriented language, whereas GAMS is oriented

toward the use of sets. The difference is subtle. OMNI is intended for applications in which the

numerical entries may be varied, but the logical structure remains substantially unchanged. By

- contrast, GAMS is designed for use by those who are not computer specialists, but who piace a high

value on being able to change the model's structure.

The OMNI system generates the entire linear programming matrix of MAKKAL in a standard

MPS (mathematical programming system) format, but GAMS was not designed so as to be able to

read this format directly. Instead, a special MPS to GAMS conversion program ',,_ written so that
- L I

the MARKAL submodel could be taken over directly with a minimum number of changes. For further

details on the model formulation and the conversion process, see Appendices A and B.
-= ¢
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3.2 Treatment of capital charges

In earlier applications, the MARKAL and MACRO submodels differed in their terminal

conditions and also in their treatment of capital charges. MARKAL viewed investments as one-time

expenditures that provide a stream of capacities available during subsequent time periods. Ii it

survives past the horizon date, an investment leads to a salvage credit during the terminal period.

• This is sometimes said to be a "dual" terminal condition.

By contrast, MACRO employs a primal terminal condition. It specifies that the rate of

_ investment in the final period must be large enough to allow post-horizon growth to proceed at a

constant geometric rate. It allows for investment costs through capital recovery factors -- with a

uniform annual amortization charge throughout the useful life of plant and equipment. To reduce

horizon effects in the linked model, we adopted the MACRO conventions for post-horizon growth and

for investment costs. Incidentally, even before the merger, both models were using the identical

numerical value of the discount rate for investment purposes ! 5% annually, as the real cost of capital

(net of inflation) to the U.S. economy.

MARKAL and MACRO allow for the durability of capital goods, but each in a somewhat

differently. In MARKAL, there i_ a fixed value assigned to the useful life of each distinct technology,

and there is a uniform amount of capacity available from that investment dvring each year of its life

span. There is an explicit distinction between the decision variables that govern investment and those

that govern the ase of capacity, in MACRO, this distinction is not drawn; depreciation is viewed as a

geometric decay process -- typically a decay rate of 50£ annually. This reduces the number of decision

variables and constraints and therefore reduces the time required for computations, but it means that

we do not have the option of abandoning excess capacity in the form of obsolete capital equipment. In

the linked model, we follow the original MARKAL formulation for the energy sector and follow the

MACRO formulation for the economy-wide capital stock.

3.3 Benchmarking to base year data (calibration)

The MACRO production function contains a capital-labor term and an energy aggregate. The

user must specify an overall elasticity of substitution between capital-labor and energy. Each of

MARKAL's useful energy demands ent_, as inputs into the energy aggregate. For pulposes of this

demonstration, there were 13 demand categories. Thus, benchmarking involved estimation of a
P

- coefficient for the capital-labor term and for each of the 13 components in the energy aggregate.

¢
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To calibrate the MACRO submodel, the following base year data were required: GDP,

aggregate energy costs, the demand and the price for each category of useful energy. Estimates must

also be provided for the capital-GDP ratio, the depreciation rate, and CapitaPs value share of GDP.
i

The three latter parameters must be consistent with the net rate of return on capital that is assumed in

the stand-alone version of MARKAL,

For purposes of this demonstration, the base year was 1990. The GDP was readily available

from standard statistical sources. For 1990, the useful energy demands and prices were taken from the

stand-alone version of MARKAL. These prices are the undiscounted marginal costs (also known as

Shadow prices) taiwan from the dual solution to this programming model. To illustrate the robustness

of this benchcmarkix:g procedure, Table 3-1 compares the energy prices from. the stand-alone MARKAL

and the linked MARKAL-MACRO model. The two sets of prices differ slightly from each other, but

are reasonably consistent. During the course of our experiments with MARKAL-MACRO_ we have

encountered instances where the primal solution is degenerate, z:nd the dual soluti.)n is therefore

indeterminate. Some of these difficulties are traceable to current practices for describing base year

residual capacity in the MARKAL database. Solutions are indeterminate when the upper and lower

bounds on activity levels are set too close to each other. Other types of difficulties arise when the

demand and/or supply categories consist of heterogeneous rather than homogeneous items.

The MARKAL-MACRO calibration procedure gives the modeler some degrees of freedom in

the choice of demand structure, but it also requires greater attention to the quality of the base year

data. Current validation procedures must be extended to include base year economic activities such as

the energy system's investment levels, import costs and export revenues.

10



Table 3-I.Base yearenergypricesgeneratedby MARKAL and MARKAL-MACRO

(1990baseyear,pricesin1980U.S.dollarsperGJ)

" Usefulenergydemand category MARKAL MARKAL-MACRO

IGJ ,IGJ

IIIronand steelmetallurgy 15.35 14.42

ID Industrialprocessheat 4.69 4.61
IE Industrialelectricity 12.62 11.69

IZ Hydrocarbonsfornon-energyuse 3.08 3.08

RI Residentialspaceheat 10.59 9.17
R2 Residentialhotwater 6.65 6.30

R3 Residentialairconditioning 13.62 12.20

R6 Commercial spaceheatand hot water 9.79 9.60

R8 Commercial airconditioning 15.04 13.70
RA Residentialand commercial

appliances 12.91 11.81 ,

TI Rail/truck/bustransport 3.67 3.67
T4 Automobile transport ,°,1.27 21.27 :

' T9 Air and shiptransport 10.07 10.07

=
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4. Demonstration with a restricted U.S. database

These computer runs are intended to demonstrate some important aspects of the MARKAL-

MACRO linkage, but the results are not yet ready to be used as the basis for energy strategy

assessments, Some database revisions were made, but only to ensure a consistent benchmarking

procedure. The revisions were necessary because some data design practices, which are both

appropriate and efficient for the stand-alone MARKAL, may lead to erroneous results for MARKAL-
_t

MACRO.

We have taken an existing database, reduced it in size by using decades in place of five-year

time intervals, and by combining some of the less important energy technologies, and then checked the

performance of this aggregated model. The next logical step would be to use the experience from the

demonstration case to revise the existing procedures for data management and for quality control. We

recommend that these procedures be revised before enlarging the database to contain more detailed

information about the energy system and technological options.

This demonstration relies upon the most current US-MARKAL database available at

Brookhaven National Laboratory. In down-sizing the Reference Energy System, we have taken

advantage of an existing data set developed for demonstration purposes. The energy flows for the 1990

base year were updated by using information from the Energy Information Administration. We revised

the physical flows but not the cost data.

Our initial experiments with the linked model indicated that it was not sufficient to update the

energy flows. The current practice of describing residual capacities had to be changed so that the

MARKAL submodel would provide an appropriate estimate of the base year's capital charges' For

purposes of this demonstration, we adopted a simple procedure for correcting the residual cap_cities.

This procedure should be further refined and validated. We have not altered any of the t.echnology

characterizations that appeared in the database. Many of these estimates were updated during the past

few years, but a thorough review would be desirable before proceeding further. Such a review would

greatly facilitate future analyses.

In section 4.1, we focus on energy demands and costs. These constitute the interface between

the two submodels. We try to disentangle the effects of economic growth and of changes in energy

prices. The section also contains a comparison between the exogenous demand inputs to MARKAL

and the endogenous demand outputs from MARKAL-MACRO. The comparison illustrates how the

linked model can be used to investigate features such as demand saturation.
,t,

We have already mentioned the routines ibr dealing with residual capacity. We now discuss

them in further detail, and show how they may distort the benchmarking (calibration) of the linked

12



models. MACRO incorporates price-induced an,d autonomous conservation through parameters that

define an economy-wide production function. MARKAL describes ali conservation in terms of specific

technologies. To avoid double counting, it is important that common procedures be developed for both

models. Section 4.2 describes the demand technologies and the representation of conservation, For

further work, we recommend that prlce-induced and autonomous conservation be handled by the

MACRO submodel for useful energy demands, and that interfuel substitution and technology switching

be handled within MARKAL. After establishing a base case, one could reintroduce price-induced

conservation options within MARKAL -- but only for those demand categories for which there is

inclusive and detailed information available.

Section 4.3 compares the primary energy demands and emissions of carbon dioxide from the

stand-alone and the linked models. Most of the differences in demand for specific energy carriers are

the direct consequences of differences in the projection of useful energy demands.

4.1 Two-way linkage

4.1.1. Economic growth and price--dema_ad interactions

MARKAL is driven by exogenously given useful energy demands (UED). Critics often note

that these demands are independent of prices. Although MARKAL will show how the different energy

demands can be satisfied at the lowest possible cost, the level of energy services demanded from the

energy system is independent cf the price that the consumer must pay for these services. The model

user may introduce technical conservation options as explicit activities. The demands may also be

adjusted by external "add factors", but these are arbitrary and do not go to the core of the problem.

The lack of demand-price interactions is particularly troublesome for national or regional models when

we anticipate that there will be considerable changes in relative prices. CO2 emission restrictions

might well induce such price changes.

Figures 4-lA and B illustrate how the MARKAL-.I_ACRO linkage affects the relation between

energy demands, prices and aggregate economic growth. For each demand category, these figures show

how marginal costs and usei'ul energy demands (UED) change between the beginning and the end of

each successive decade. The marginal costs for the demand categories are the same as those discussed

earlier in section 3.3. The UEDs for MARKAL are taken from the exogenous demand projections.

" Those for MARKAL-MACRO are calculated endogenously, but they depend in turn upon the aggregate

rate of economic growth, the autonomous energy efficiency increase (AEEI), _:_e elasticity of' price-

, induced energy substitution (ESUB) and the changes in energy prices.

13



CORRELATIONS SP AND UED RATIOS
From MARKAL-MACRO (Demo Cose)
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Figure 4-1A,B. Correlations between shadow prices and UED growth - three
decades.

For each decade and each demand category, thla figure chows the

relation between the change in shadow priceo (marginal costs) and the

change in Useful Energy Demands. Wlth three decades and 13 demand

categories, there are altogether 39 data points. The top figure shows

the results from the MARKAL-Macro demonstration case. The bottom figure

shows the ratios for the extornally specified demands and the internally

generated shadow prices for the stand alone MARKAL model.
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The MARKAL diagram shows no correlation between changes in marginal costs and changes in

useful energy demands. By contrast, the MARKAL-MACRO diagram shows that ali data points lie

along curves that can be described by power functions. There are in fact three such curvest one for each

pair of cor,secutive periods: 1990-2000, 2000-2010, 2010-2020. Figures 4-2A_ B and C indicate that all

results can be described by the same power function:

d

RUED(I,t) = Ai(t),RMC(I,t)'ESUB

where;

i = 1, 2, . . , 13 is an index for the 13 categories of useful energy demands

RUED (irt) = UED(i,t+I)/UED(i,t)

RMC(I,t) = MC(i,t+l)/MC(t,t)

ESUB = 0.5 = elasticity of substitution used in the aggregate production function
J

MC(i,t) = marginal cost of energy for demand category i in time period t

Ai(t ) = production growth factor

The factor Ai(t ) depends primarily upon the aggregate economic growth rate, but it also

depends on the AEEI factor assumed for demand category i. If energy prices remain constant, it

would equal RUED(i,t), the growth index between period t and period t+l. Thus, Ai(t ) shows how

useful energy demand growth depends upon autonomous conservation and also upon aggregate

macroeconomic activity. The power function term indicates how demand growth may be decoupled as

i a result of changing prices. In this example, we have assumed that the potential GDP growth rate is

2.0% annually from 1990 through 2020, and that there will be autonomous efficiency improvements of

0.5% in ali demand categories. To a first approximation, we therefore expect all demands to grow by

= 1.5% annually. The actual demand growth rates Ai(t ) are a bit higher. They can be compared with

the growth in the key macroeconomic variables shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2. These growth rates are

outputs from, not inputs to the MARKAL-MACI_O model.
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Table 4-1

Useful energy demand growth at constant energy price_

1990-2000 2000-2010 2010-2020 1990- 2020 .,

,#

UED

growthfactors I.198 I,199 1,203 1.727

Annual growth

rates, % 1.82 1,83 1,87 1,84

Table 4-2

Annual growth rates for macroeconomic variables, %

1990-2000 2000-2010 2010.2020 1990-2020

Gross Domestic Product 2,04 2.16 2,28 2,16

o Consumption 1,89 2,26 2,26 2,14

Investment 2.79 1.68 2,32 2.26

Energy Costs = EC 2,26 1.64 1.16 1,69

Gross Production =

GDP + EC 2,08 2.08 2.12 2,09

= 17



There are various 9ossible explanations for the discrepancies between the potential and actual

growth rates of the macroeconomic variables, The decline in the growth rates for energy costs may be

due to overopttmtsm in the MARKAL database about the prospects for increasing the efficiency of

energy use, The MARl(AL database itself contains assumptions about non-price conservation, and

apparently the autonomous improvements are much larger than indicated by our explicitly specified

AEEI parameter of 0.5% annually. A more detailed analysis of the production function shows that the
6.

rates Al(t ) are affected by factors other than the GDP growth rate. They depend upon all fbur

macroeconomic variables: gross production_ capital, labor and energy costs, There may be other, more

technical explanations for these discrepancies, For one thing, there could be slight changes in the +

results if we were to employ shorter time intervals -- five years instead of decades,

For the initial experiments with the linked model, the database was updated only by revising

the energy flows for the 1990 base year. In these runs_ we observed an anomalously large growth ta

energy costs (4-5% annually) during the lntttal decade -- and therefore a reduction in the rate of GDP

growth, For several of the demand categories, there were exceptionally large increases in the marginal

costs of energy supply. As a result, the useful energy demands and total primary energy consumption

decreased between 1990 and 2000, The high growth rates for marginal and total energy costs were not

the results of an increase in fuel prices or any other real change in the energy system environment,

Instead, these growth rates were spurious effects caused by the representation of base year investments

in the MARKAL database.

To understand these results, one must examine the stand-alone version of MAI_KAL, It is a

tool for strategic investment analysis. It focuses on the possible decisions that are open to the decision

maker. The energy flows during the base year are introduced as a reference point, but there are no

investment decisions to be made in this year. All investments are treated as "sunk costs", and ali

existing capacity is represented as residual capacity that requires no investment, The total energy costs

for the bane year will contain virtually no cagital charges. There will therefore be demand categories

where the shadow prices do not reflect the long-term marginal costs (including capital charges).

This treatment of residual capacity in MAI_KAL is efficient and well suited for the original

model design. However, I_At{KAL.MACRO is calibrated by using base year data. If we exclude most

investment costs during the base year, the calibration will be distorted. By understating energy costs,

there will also be an understatement of demand growth during the initial decade.

For demonstration purposes, we have adopted a simple procedure to make the base year data

consistent with the need for linking both the primal and dual demand variables in MARKAL-MACI{O. "_
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For each technology, we assumed that the base year Investment is equal to the base year residual

capacity divided by the lifetime of the technology. (This would be consistent with a steady state

economy, If there is straight-line depreciation, the historically given capacities are retired at a

constant rate.) The procedure works well for the demonstration case, and it leads to fairly consistent

shadow prices. For future work, it would be desirable to refine this procedure, and to cross-check it

. against the investment statistics available for the energy sector.

4.1.2. Endogenous and e.xogenotm demands

The MAI%KAL demand forecasts contain implicit assumptions oa saturation effects, i,e,,

decoupling of GDP and demand growth. MAFtKAL-MACI:tO considers this as an tnstai_ce of

autonomous conservation, and it describes saturation effects through the Autonomous Energy

Efficiency Increase (AEEI) parameter. This is an explicit and easily documented input assumption for

any scenario,

For the demonstration case, we have assumed that the AEEI = 0.5% for all demai d categories

and time periods. In its present form, the model is designed so that the user is free to define scenarios

where there is a different AEEI for each demand category. With a modest amount of additional

GAMS programming, it would also be possible to allow for the AEEI to vary from one time period to

the next.

Figure 4-3A shows the useful energy demands calculated by MAR.KAL-MACP_O, and Figure 4-

: 3B provides a comparison with the exogenous demands that drive the MARKAL stand-alone model.
J

These exogenous demands were derived by assuming a 2% yearly increase in GDP, i,e., _,he same as the

potential GDP growth assumed for MAI_KAL-MACRO.

There are differences between the two models that can be traced to price-induced conservation.

However, there are four demand categories where MAR, KAL-MACRO consistently generates larger

demand growth than is assumed for stand-alone MARKAL: lD' "Industrial process heat", l:tl:

"Residential space heat", P_6_ "Commercial space heat and hot water", and T4: "Automobile
i

transport". In these demand categories, we would have to assume AEEI rates of 1.4% - 2.5% in order

-= to have MARKAL-MACI_O reproduce the demand assumptions used in MAI_KAL.

The MARKAL demand forecasts are usually based on bottom-up engineering calculations. For

example, projections of the demand for space heat are usually based on models that involve

assumptions on future building codes, climatic properties of building shells, rates of construction of new

' buildings and refurbishing or destruction of old buildings. They are also affected by socioeconomic
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Useful Energy Demands
From MARl{AL-MACRO (Oemo Ca_e)
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Figure 4-3A,B. Useful Energy Demands - MARKAL-MACRO vs. MARKAL

The top figure shows the results for 1990-2020 from MARKAL-MACRO. Th_i_

bottom figure shows the differences between the MARKAL-MACRO Useful

Energy Demandi and the Useful Energy Demands used ali inputs to the

MARKAL stand alone model. For an explanation of the demand categories,

see caption to figure 4-4.
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parameters such as the size of the future family and the demand for second homes, The AEEI factor is

not intended to replicate the details of these bottom-up approaches, Moreover, it can be difficult to

distinguish between price-induced and autonomous conservation, The AEEI is a supplement to the

more sophisticated models, It provides a simple method for generating and documenting alternative

scenarios, cross-checking the alternative bottom.up models, investigating the consequences of different

assumptions on demand saturation and conservation, and providing a global allowance for new sources

of demand,

a,

4.L3 Prices

For 12 out of 13 categories, Figure 4-3A indicates that demands grow more or less smoothly

over time, For the remaining one (IZ, _'Hydrocarbons for non-energy use_')_ the demand remains

nearly constant between 1990 and 2020,

Figure 4-4 explains several of these results. The marginal costs for IZ increase by 35-50% over

each decade, and this in turn reflects a specific view oa the international outlook for crude oil prices,

According to Figures 4-2A,B,C, these increases are so steep that one would expect transport demands

to remain constant, But despite the rising price of crude oil, the marginal cost for end-use item T4

("Automobile transport") remains constant. It turns out that this can in turn be traced to the

MAI:tKAL database in which it is supposed that the market will adopt increasingly more efficient auto

transport technologies, and that these will neutralize the increase in oil prices. This leads us to infer

that useful energy demand growth for T4 should be close to the production growth factor Al(t ), Figure

4-3A confirms this conjecture,

For several demand categories_ there is a decline in marginal costs after the year 2000. This is

attributable to the emergence of improved or new technologies, e.g. those for space heat and air

conditioning.

4.2. Demand technologies and the representation of conservation

The MARKAL model can choose from a menu of demand technologies to supply useful energy

demands. For illustrative purposes, Ftgure 4-5 shows the choices made to satisfy the demand for

- residential space heat. Both MAP_KAL-MACRO and the stand-alone MARKAL solutions show that

gas will continue to dominate this market. After the turn of the century, there is an improvement in

the efficiency of gas heat pumps for space heat and air conditioning. This provides an additional
|
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SHADOW-PRICES FOR DEMANDS
Result_ from MARKAL-MACRO 0emo Cose
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Space Heat= MARKAL-MACRO
Oemon=trotlon Cole (12/03/91)
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incentive for the use of gas in the residential market. Oil and electricity are phased out, Biomass is

used in rura! "=:eas. Most of the differences between the two solutions can be explained by different

demand growth rates. The MARKAL demands for residential space heat can be reproduced in

MAFLKAL-MACRO by assuming an AEEI=2.3%. This leads to a large amount of autonomous

conservation.

Before proceeding further, it is necessary to specify what is meant by the word "conservation".

We propose to restrict this term to denote only those measures that actually reduce the total amount

of final energy used to satisfy a given type of demand. The introduction of a renewable technology

should not be counted as energy conservation, but rather as the replacement of a fossil or nuclear

energy carrier. A heat pump is not a conservation but a substitution technology. It replaces either

electricity or fossil fuels by solar energy. There are two reasons for adopting this terminology. First,

MAFLKAL works in an engineering environment where energy balances and the first law of

thermodynamics are important concepts for understanding and describing the properties of different

technologies. Second, the energy may be renewable but limited in its availability. There will be

situations where the available flow of renewable energy is a binding constraint, e.g., in hydroelectric

systems where there is a positive shadow price associated with the availability of water during a

specific point in the annual cycle of operations.

If we follow these definitions, the MARKAL database has no technical options for price-

induced conservation in the demand category "residential space heat", but there are several options for

interfuel substitution. These demands can be satisfied by oil, gas, biomass or electricity.

For several demand categories other than residential _uace heat, the present MARKAL

database includes both autonomous conservation and also tech_icM options for price-induced

conservation. The following two examples will illustrate how this affects the representation of

conservation when we link MAFLKAL to MACRO.

In MARKAL, conservation can be described as an independent or an a_sociated technology.

An independent conservation technology is not tied to any specific form of energy supply. Two

examples would be double-pane windows and better insulation. They perform their function

independently of the supply technology used for space heating. By contrast, an associated conservation

option is an integral part of a supply technology, e.g., more efficient oil burners or automobiles with

better mileage.

Figures 4-6 and 4-7 show the technologies selected in MARKAL-MACFLO to satisfy the useful .,

energy demands in two categories: industrial electricity and automobile transportation. Independent

tD
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Industrial Electricity'. MARKAL-MACRO
Demonstration Case (12/03/91)
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Automobile" MARKAL-MACRO
Demonstration Case (12/03/91)
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and am_ociated conservation measures, respectively_ are included in the optimal solutions for these two

categories.

For industrial electricity, it is straightforward to show how the electricity ccnservation

technology helps to reduce electricity demands. This is described as a separate technology in the

database. It has its own distinct cost and technical attributes. Its effect upon the solution is clearly

+ visible in Figure 4-6.

Automobile transportation is more complicated' By 2020, usefui energy demands grow to 20.8

_ EJ, a 70o£ increase from the 1990 value of 12.2 EJ. This reflects the growth in services measured in

terms of automobile-miles. However, the use of automotive fuels is reduced from 12.2 EJ in 1990 to

11.2 EJ in 2020. Some of this is autonomous conservation associated with the "improved Otto-

+ engine", and some is interfuel substitution associated with the "natural gas engine" technology. Some

of these trends are autonomous, and others are price-induced, The information about conservation is

available in the database, but is not apparent in Figure 4-7.

MACRO handles conservation from a bird's-eye perspective through the macroeconomic

production function. This is a natural way to allow, for example, for the impact of higher gasoline

prices upon the average number of miles traveled. Ali demand categories are treated in a similar way,

but there is no technological detail. MARKAL does not treat conservation in this comprehensive way,

but the database may be very detailed for specific demand categories. The problem is how to salvage

: the engineering information from MARKAL for the linked model. We do not want to overlook any

option, and we do not want to introduce double-counting by having the same options used both in

MARKAL and in MACRO. We intend to explain alternative approaches to this problem.

4.3 Primary Energy

Figures 4-8A and 4-8B compare the primary energy demands from MARKAL-MACRO with

- those for the comparable MARKAL runs. The composition of fuel use is similar in both cases. Most of

+ the variations may be explained by differences in useful energy demands.

For 2020, MARKAL-MACRO indicates a total that is about 30% higher than MARKAL. In

effect, a greater amount of autonomous conservation is built into MARKAL than into the linked

model. At the same time, we will have to reconsider the empirical evidence relating to market

- t saturation and other phenomena that affect the AEEI. If this factor were to be, say, tripled from its

base value of 0.5% per year, the linked model would lead to results that resemble the stand-alone

version of MAI_KAL.
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In the year 2000, 6 EJ more natural gas are used in MARKAL-MACRO than in MARKAL

itself. A comparison shows that there is a different time profile for the value of natural gas in the two

models, MARKAL-MACRO saves natural gas from low-cost sources for use in tile last period. The

most likely explanation is that this is a horizon effect. The low-cost sources have a cumulative

constraint which limits the total amount of gas, but does not. restrict the pattern of extraction from

one period to the next. The most likely remedy would be to combine the cumulative constraint with

MARKAL's interperlod growth constraint for natural gas.
,.A

MARKAL invests in new nuclear capacity in 2010, but MARKAL-MACRO waits until the last

period. We speculate that this may be due to a horizon effect in the MAFtKAL stand-alone model.

MARKAL includes a salvage credit for long-lived investments such as nuclear reactors, and this may

provide an artificial stimulus for early introduction.

Renewable energy provides a significant fraction of the increase in energy consumption, but the

total quantity of its use _ much the same in the two models. According to the database, these are

low-cost technologies, and they tend to be pushed toward their upper bounds. The only exception is

solar energy. Photovaltaics do not enter into any of the solutions. This means that solar energy is used

exclusively for heating purposes, mainly heat pumps for space heating. The increased used of solar

energy in the MAI:tKAL-MACRO solution reflects the increased useful energy demand for space

heating.

Carbon dioxide emissions are compared in Figure 4-9. The differences reflect the different use

of fossil fuels in the two solutions_ and ultimately the differences in useful energy demands. In

MARKAL-MACRO, emissions increase slowly from their 1990 value. By contrast, the stand-alone

MARKAL shows a monotonic decline of emissions. According to both models, there is a considerable

amount of low-cost autonomous conservation available in the automobile sector, and this is the single

largest consumer of fossil fuels.

28
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Primary energy= MARKAL-MACRO
Oemonstrat, lon Ca=e (12/03/91)
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EMISSIONS OF CARBON DIOXIDE
Comparin_ MARKAL.-MACRO and MARKAL
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5, Summary and conchmlo_

This paper has demonstrated the feasibility of a fortnal hardllnk between MAP_KAL (a syatems

engineering model) and MACRO (a long-term macroeconomlc growth model), The merger cornblnes

MACRO's aggregate view together with MARKAL's detailed analysis of technical options for tile

energy system,

The differences between the engineer's and tile economlst's perspectives are highlighted by the

current discussion on cor,servatlon options and their role In controlling 002 emissions° The experience

from this demonstration is limited, but it indicates that MARKAL-MACRO provides a tool to

facilitate dialogue between the engineer and the economist, and will also facilitate dialogue with policy

makers.

Formal linkage ensures consistency between energy suppltes_ demands and prtces_ and lt

imposes a strong discipline upon the model user. We have seen that current MAR, KAL base year data

management practices are incompatible with the benchmarktng conditions for prices, quantities and

inter industry paym_:nts for energy costs, MARKAL-MACRO includes a well-defined relation between

demand grow_,h and price changes, This is a prerequt_fite If we are to distinguish between price.induced

and non-price conservation.

In representing conservation within any model, there are two important guiding principles.

The description should be inclusive but avoid double counting, Further, the representation should be

transparent. It should be easy to communicate whatever assumptions are made about saturation

effects or specific conservation technologies. MACRO has a built-in mechanism that ensures

transparency. Most MAR.KAL data bases contain considerable engineering information about

conservation, but the information is usually not inclusive. Moreover, because of the richness of'

technological representations_ it rnay be difficult to convey the meaning of model results to decision

makers. In the future, lt will be important to develop model procedures that retain the conservation

information contained within MARKAL, but avoid double counting when this data base is linked to

MACRO,

In addition to revising the treatment of conservation, we have found it necessary to modify the
_=

estimate of capacities that remain in piace as a result of Investment decisions made during and prier to

the base year, These e_timates of residual capacities will have to be coordinated with an update and
_

with statistical quality control procedures for the data base itself,

j_

=
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Some further developments are necessary to make the model routinely available as a teel for

analyzing the U,S, eaergy system, MAI_,KAL.MACrtO Js bilingual, The demonstratioa project hm,_

shown that it is possible to translate back and forth b,_tween th_ two languages OMNI and GAMS, It

is easy to change specific parameters, but cumbersome to chang_ the model's structure, e,g, to shift

from ten-year to five-year time periods, This would involve a fair amount of editing sad maaagtng of

computer files, and is Impractical for widespread use of the linked model, Computer procedures should

De developed for converting MAI_KAL-MACI:tO into a user-friendly format, These procedures have

already been implemented for the stand-alone version of MAI%KAL,and it should net be difficult to

extend them to facilitate the management of inputs and outputs ibr the linked model,
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Appendix A: Model Formulatlon

Note: MARKAL-MACRO makes use of many of the same ideas as ETA.MACRO. Accordingly, this

appendix incorporates some material directly from Mantle and Richela (I99_).

1. MACItO deel_lon variables and notational conventions
0

Among the decision variables, the maximand UTILITY is a scalar, Ali other MACRO

variables are time-indexed, and refer to the projection periods t = 1 (2000), 2 (2010), 3 (2020), Baset

year values are denoted by t = 0 (1990), For simplicity, the time index t is omitted from the MACRO

variables listed below:

UTILITY StJm of discounted logarithms of aggregate consumption

Units of measurement for the following variables are $ trillions per year (measured In dollars of

constant 1980 purchasing power) :

C Consumption
IV Investment

EC Energy costs
Y Production, excluding energy sectors

Units of measurement for the following variables are $ trillions:

Ii: Capital stock

Units of measurement for the following variables are exajoules (1018 joules) per year:

Ddm Demand for useful energy type dm - before adjustment for autonomous
energy efficiency improvements

Lower bounds are hnposed upon almost ali of the variables. Some of the lower bounds are

zero. Others are positive. These help to reduce the solution time and/or to prevent program calls for

undefined numbers, e.g. for the logarithm of zero. The latter class of lower bounds are essential during

intermediate lte,.ations, but are intended to be non-blnding constraints at an optimal solution.

" It may happen that the units of measurement are chosen so that the logarithm of consumption

Is negative. To allow for this unusual possibility, no lower bound is assigned to the UTILITY variable,

, It is allowed to take on negative as well as nonnegative values,
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Ali decision variables and sets are indicated by upper case letters; ali parameters and r'unnlag

indices by lower case letters, The parameters are specified either directly or indirectly through a series

of data entries which the user ts free to modify, For example, tile MACRO,INC file contains the values

for gdPo (the Initial GDP), kgdp (the lnltlal capltal-ODP ratio), kpvs (capital's value share), depr (the

annual depreciation rate for the aggregate capital stock) and the potential GDP growth rate (grow).

2. MArtKAL decision varlablea and constraints

A special-purpose MPS to GAMS conversion program has been written so that ali MARKAL

variables retain their individual names (as well as their coefficients and bounds) generated by the

OMNI-MUSS model generating system. For example, the first column in the MARKAL linear pro-

gramming matrix is 1EXPCOAC (coal exports during the base year), Wtthin GAMS, this decision var-

iable is identified as X1EXPCOAC, That is, the symbol 1EXPCOAC is tile first element in the GAMS

set J, The generic decision variable is Xj, Similarly, the MARKAL row names are taken over as the

elements in the GAMS set I, The input.output coefficient in row i, column j is described as the para-

meter alj, The right-hand side constant in row t la rhsi, and the slack variable in this row is SLACK i,

MARKAL's cost and useful energy demand rows are connected to the MACRO submodel

through special-purpose linkage equations, Along with the objective function and the accounting

equations of MARKAL_ these are described as non-binding rows (the GAMS aet NBROWS). The other

MARKAL equations are binding rows (the GAMS set BROWS). Ali of these binding rows are then

incorporated through a single GAMS statement:

aij Xj + SLACK i = rhs i, (i e BROWS)
iea

where SLACK l is fixed at zero if the original MARKAL constraint was an equality, If the original

MARKAL constraint was a weak inequality, SLACK l is either nonpositive or nonnegative depending

on the direction of that inequality.
i

For each variable Xi, the GAMS program calculates a coefficient that describes its impact on

the economy-wide energy costs in period t. This parameter is known a_ costjt. It includes the annually

recurring costs that appear in the original MARKAL model. It also includes the annual equivalent

amortization payment commitments associated with the investment variables. This is a minor

change, but seems necessary if we are to avoid "horizon effects" when we link the two models,

MARKAL employs "salvage" coefficients to evaluate the worth of terminal capital stocks, In effect,

this is a dual termination condition, By contrast, MACRO employs a primal termination condition,
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Following the horizon date, tt is supposed that ali the MACF¢O variables will grow at a cot_stant

geometric rate,

With these definitions, the following linkage equations determine the impact of tile MARKAL

variables upon ECt_ the total energy costs irl period t:

, costjt xj = t (t= 1 00,,,,,2020)
jeJ

Irl MARKAI,, there is a fixed demand associated with e_h form of useful energy during each

time period, In the linked model, we treat these demands as decision variables, There is one for each

demand type during each time period. Accordingly, these decision variables are known as Ddm,t. To

connect them with the MARKAL supply producing activities, we define the demand correspondence

coefficients dmcordm_t_i, These coefficients are unity if MARKAL row i is associated with supplying

the useful demand category dm during time period t, and are zero otherwise. We may then link the
l

MARKAL supply activities to the MACRO demand variables t,hrough tile following equations:

dmCOrdm,t,t ali Xj = aeeifacdm,t D dm,t
i,j

where the coefficients aeetfacdm,t allow for any demand reductions associated with autonomous energy

efficiency improvements.

To summarize: The binding rows are taken over directly from MARKAL. The cost

coefficients are recalculated and linked to the macro energy cost variables. The energy supplies are

related to the macro demand variables through a zero-one table of demand correspondence coefficients,

For further details, see Appendix B. It includes excerpts from the following srJecial-purpose "include"

files:

SETS.INC column set I and row set J (from OMNI-MUSS)

NBROWS.INC non-binding rows (based on sets.lhC) - the complement of the
BROWS set

MAT.INC matrix elements ali , rhs I and bounds (from OMNI-MUSS)

COST.INC GAMS subroutine for calculating the costjt coefficients from
entries in the MAT.INC file

DEMAND.INC demand correspondence coefficients, reference prices and

autonomous energy efficiency improvement rates

: MACRO,INC macroeconomic coefficients
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3. MACRO constraints

There is a single equation to define the maximand UTILITY, and there is a single constraint

referring to the terminal period, TC. Ali other constraints are time-indexed. The MACRO Constraints

are as follows:

UTIL Discounted utility, sum over all projection periods

USE Uses of total output - allocated among expenditure categories •

PRD Sources of total output - inputs to production

CAP Capital accumulation equation

TC Terminal condition on investment and capital stock

These constraints begin with the UTILITY maximand:

T-1

UTIL: UTILITY = _] (udft)(log Ct) + (UdfT) (log CT) / [1- (1-udrw)10 ] ,
t=l

where the utility discount rai,e for period t = udr t = (kpvs/kgdp) - depr .. growt, and the utility
t-1

discount factor for period t = udf t = I'I (1 - udrr) 10. The exponents of 10 allow for the fact that
T--0

the first T-1 periods are each 10 years in length. The terminal period extends an infinite length of

time after period T. This is the reason for the divisor shown in square brackets.

A numerical example shows how the utility discount rate is determined if the following

parameter values are adopted:

kpvs = capital's value share = 24%

kgdp = initial capital-GDP ratio = 2.4 years_

depr = depreciation rate = 5%/year

net rate of return on capital --= (24%/2.4 years) - 5%/year = 5%/year

grow t = potential growth rate = 2%/year

.'. udr t = utility discoung rate = 3%/year

The utility discount rate is chosen for descriptive rather than normative purposes. With the

° logarithmic single-period utility function, these values ensure that the optimal steady-state growth rate

will coincide with that assumed for the potential GDP. Along an optimal path, the rate of decline in
t,

!11
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the present value of the marginal utility of consumption will equal the net marginal productivity of

capital. (For a calculus-of-variations proof of this proposition, see Chakravarty (1969, p. 65).)

Moreover, these discount rates mean that the economy-wide savings rate will adjust downward

(upward) automatically if there is a drop (rise) in the potential GDP growth rate.

The USE equations specify that the gross value of production is to be used for current con-

sumption, investment for building up the stock of capital, and interindustry payments for energy costs:

USEt: Yt =Ct4- IV t 4- EC t t=0,...,T

Since the variable Ct enters only into the objective function and into equation USE t, the dual

variable for this constraint may be interpreted as the present value of the marginal utility of

consumption during period t. First-order optimality conditions lead to the Ramsey rule for the

optimal allocation over time between savings, investment and consumption. That is, the marginal

productivity of capital determines the rate of decline of these dual variables from one period to the

: next. Ali other dual variables for period t have a similar interpretation. They are present value prices.

In order to convert them into future values, they must be divided by the dual variables for the USE t

constraints. According to the numerical example cited above, the net marginal productivity of capital

is 5%, and the dual variables for the USE t constraints would decline by about 50£ annually.

Aggregate output during period t is determined by a nested CES (constant elasticity of

substitution) production function. The first term indicates that capital and labor may be substituted

directly for each other, e.g. through automation of labor-intensive tasks. The higher the wage rate, the

more attractive it becomes to adopt automation. Similarly, the second term indicates that each of the

end uses of energy may be substituted for the others. The higher the price of one of these forms, the

more attractive it becomes to adopt another - or to engage in price-induced energy conservation

through substituting more capital and labor per unit of output. The production function is of the

= following specific form:

PRDt: Yt = [akl(Kt)PCr(Lt)P(l'a) + _ bd m (Ddrn,t) p ]l/pdm

t=l,..., T

tt

At its top level, this nested function has two terms. The first may be interpreted as a value

added aggregate of capital and labor based upon a unitary elasticity of substitution. The second is a
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separable energy aggregate, In effect, we are making the assumption of "want independence". See

Frisch (1959).

The parameter a (also known as kpvs) may be interpreted as the optimal value share of capital

in the value added aggregate. The exponent p is related to ESUB (the elasticity of substitution be-

tween the energy and the value added aggregates) through the following equation: p = 1 - (1/ESUB).

For the concepts and terminology of macroeconomic production functions and neoclassical growth
,t

theory, see Allen (1968).

The labor force (measured in "efficiency units") is an exogenously specified index number, Lt .

Its values are: LO = 1, and Lt+ 1 = (l+grow) 10 Lt .

Given the values for the two exponents a and p, a base year benchmarking procedure is

employed to determine the coefficients akl and bdm in the production function. Let prefd m denote the

"reference" price of useful energy form dm in the base year. Neglecting the time subscripts for this

year, a first-order optimality condition implies that :

0Y/0Ddm = (Y/Ddm)I'P bdm = prefdm

Except for bdm, each element in the preceding equation is known from the base year statistics

or from other input parameters. After solving for bdm , we employ the base year values directly within

the production function. The base year labor force index is 1. Since this nested CES production

function is based upon constant returns to scale, we may rely upon exhaustion-of-product to solve the

following equation directly for the parameter akl:

YP = akl Kc_p + _ bdm (Ddm,t)pdm

The CAP equations describe the dynamics of capital accumulation. Within each 10-year

period, net new capital formation is determined by gross investment less depreciation. Let the annual

depreciation rate be indicated by dept. Then the ten-year capital survival rate, tsrv = (1 - depr) 10,

Sirlce investment is measured as an annual flow, an accumulation factor of 5 is applied to the

beginning and ending rate of investment so as to determine net new capital formation durinr_ the

decade as a whole:

CAPt+I: Kt+ 1 = tsrv Kt + 5[tsrv It + It+li t =0,...,T-l,

where I0 = (grow + depr)K 0.
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At the end of the planning horizon, a terminal constraint is applied to ensure that the rate of

investment is adequate to provide for replacement and net growth of the capital stock during the

subsequent periods.

TC: KT(grow+depr) <_ IT

In effect, it is assumed that the MACRO variables will grow at a constant geometric rate

during the post-horizon period. This is a primal terminal condition, lt reduces "horizon effects", but

is not guaranteed to eliminate them entirely. For a more complete discussion of terminal conditions,

see Svoronos (1985).
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APPENDIX O. Excerpts from HARKAL-HACRO|nput files

SETS.INC FILE (from NP$ to GANS conversion progr_1)

SET I /

PRICER

IANNCOST

3ANNCOST ,,

5ANNCOST

7AHNCOST

1INVEST
1

3INVEST

51NVEST

71NVEST
i

1CPTEOJ

3CPTE01

5CPTE01

7CPTEO_

SET J /

1EXPCOAC

3EXPCOAC

5EXPCOAC

7EXPCOAC

1EOIINV

3EOIlNV

5EO1rNV

7EOIlNV

1EO1CAP

3EO1CAP

5EOICAP

7E01CAP

NBROWS.IXC FILE (edited from SETS,INC)

NBRO_ Non-binding ro_s - to be etiminate¢l from equatity constraints

/PRICER

1ANNCOST

3ANNCOST

5ANNCOST

" 7ANNCOST

1INVEST

31NVEST

' 51NVEST

71HVEST
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_T,INC FILE (fromMP$ to OAMS converslc)nprogram)

PARAMETERA(IsJ);

PARAMETERRHS(1);

PARAMETER08J(J);

PARAMETERLB(J);

PARAMETERUB(J);

PARAMETERSLACKLB(1);

PARAMETERSLACKUB(|);

UB(,J)=[NF;

$LACKLBCt18ALCOAt)='lNFl

SLACKLB(t3BALCOAs).'INF;
m

SLACKUB(t CUMECOACt )=INF; (

SLACKUB(' CUHHCOAI e)=INF;
i m

OBJ(tlEXPCOACt)= -11.5896;

A(°PRICER ' sIEXPCOACt)= -11.5896;#

A(IIAHHCOSTeeIIEXPCOACt)= "Io12;

A(tNOHREHEWeeIIEXPCOACt)= "I0;

A(IIHOHRENWI011EXPCOACI)m "I;

A(°ENVC02 t,I1EXPCOACe)= "217;

A(I1ENVC02 _ °IEXPCOACt)= "21 7;

A(eFOSSlL ,,,1EXPCOACS)= "10;

A(I1FOSSiL I,elEXPCOACI)" "1;

A(OlBALCOAt #IEXPCOACS)= "i;

A(tCUMECOAC_,I1EXPCOACt)= 0,01;

OBJ('IEOliNV l), 2057.3659;

A(sPRICER ',JIEOIINVI)= 2057.3659;

A('IINVEST ','1EO1%NV s)= 1612;
A(I1CPTE01 ' 'IEOIINV I)= "I;,

A(13CPTE01_ s1EOIINV I)= "1;

A(t5CPTE01 w _lEO1%NV t)= "1;
e

RHS(tlCPTE01 i)= 29B;
RHS('3CPTE01_)= 198.6667;

RHS('5CPTE01 I)= 99.3333;

a

UB('IMiNOIL31)= 9699;

UB(t_r_INOIL.3_)= 5200;

UB(_SM%NOIL3_)= 4295;

UB('71_INOIL3_)_ 3390;
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C09T.INC FILE

SET

YR USEFULL|FE - YEARS

/ 1OY, 20Ye 3OY, 80Yt

SCALAR ROR NETRATEOF RETURNPERYEAR" PERCENT /5,0/

TABLEJL(J**) USEFULLIVES ANDYEAR-BY-YEARANNUITYPAYMENTCOI_41THENTS

LIFE 1990 2000 2010 2020

1T1GINV 10 1

3T1QINV 10 1

5T1GINV 10 1

TT1GINV 10 1

i

i

1EOIINV 30 1 1 1

3EOIlNV 30 1 1
5EOIlNV 30 1 1

7EOIlNV 30 1

o

PARANETERS

PV ONE-YEARPRESENTVALUEFACTOR

CRF(J) CAPITALRECOVERYFACTOR- INVESTHENTACTIVITIES;

PV = IO0/{IO0+ROR);

First paymen_ |s madeduring the sameyear as capacity becomesavailable.

Spreadsheet catcuLat4on _ndtcates foLLowing resutts for 5_ ROR.

LIFE CRF

1OY .1233

20Y .0764

30Y .0620

80Y .O466
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CRF(J) $ JL,(Js "LIFE") = (1 " PV) / (1 " PV**(JL(J, "LIFE")))$

PAR/LMETBR_

ICOST(J) INITIAL INVESTHENTCOSTS

COST(J,TP) ANNUALEOUIVALENTCOSTCOEFFICIENTS1

* First _a caLcuLate the initial investment ooatoo

ICOST(J) = A("IlNVESTW_J) + A("]INVEST",J)

+ A("SINV_ST",J)+ A("71NVEST"sJ)_

* Than we caLcuLate their ann4JaLlz_equ_vetent,

ICOST(J) = ICOST(J) * CRF(J)_

* Now we calculate the year-by.year ar_ellzed Investment and operating
* costs.

COST(J,"lgSO") • ICOST(J)*JL(J, "1990") + A("IANNCOST",J);

COST(Je"2000") m ICOST(J)*JL(J_ "2000") + A("3ANNCOST"tJ)t

COST(J,"2010") m ]COST(J)*JL(Js "2010") + A("SANNCOST"sJ)_

COST(J,"2020") = tCOSI'(J)*JL(J° "2020") + A("TANNCOST",J)_

DISPL.AYCOST_
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DEM._ND,I_/¢ VI LI] i
i

SET

DM U_EFULENERQYDEHANDCATEOORIES. MACROMODEL

/ llt ID_ lE_ IZe El+ R2e R3_ R6s RB+ RAI TI+ T4e Tg/

* TO avoid reserved word .IF n, ohanged faed_tookm _denttfier to "la",

v TABLEDDAT(DM_*) DEMANDDATA

PREF AEE|
, * t I_r Od '/, I_r yeer

11 10.6 .5
lD 3.0 .5

le 10.6 ._
IZ 2.8 ,,_

R1 8.5 ,5

R2 6,4 ,5

R3 7.4 ,5

R6 9,2 ,5

Ra 7.4 ,5

RA 10.6 ,5

TI _5,4 ,5

T4 21.0 ,5

T9 2.5 ,5

* PREFobta4ned from a pr4or _RKAL r_Jn,

TABLEDMCOR(DM+TP+I)- CCRRESPONDENCEBETWEENMACROANDMARiCALDEMANDNAMES

IDEM., 3DEMII 5DEM!I 7DEMII

11.1990 1

11.20O0 1

11.2010 1

11.2020 1

+ IDEMID 3DEMID 5DEM|D 71:)EMID

1D,1990 1

lD,ZOO0 1

I0.2010 1

1D.2020 I

PARAHETERSDO(DM) Dase year ffnat dematlda- from HARKAL;
&

DO(DM)= .001*SU14(|, RHS(I )*DMCOR(DM,"1990",| ));

DISPLAYDO;
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HACRO,INC FILE

Now_ List the macropartm_otera, Untta are _m follows,
HARKAL HACRO

Energy l_tmj_tea(I0"I_J) exaJ_tes(10"18J)

El;argy price+ $ PerOJ $ perOJ

Totalcoatm_1980dollar_ I0'*6 10"9

SCALAR _PO INITIAL_P (1980$ TRLLLI_8)I

* To oulvartfrm 1990to1980_Ltars+usedIrnpL_o4t_P _ftator+

* CEAAr_nu41lReport0 FebruaryI_Is p, 290,
f

GDPOn _.463'85,7/131,51

SCALARS
KOOP INITIAL CAPITAL'_PRATIO / 2.4 /

GROWANNUALPERCENTOROWTFt" POTENTIALCOP / 2,00 /
DEPR ANNUALPERCENTDEPRECIATION / 5,00 /

KPVS CAPITAl.VALUESHAR_PARAMETER / ,24 /

ESUB ELASTICITYOFSUBBTITUTLONBETWEENK-L ANDE / ,5 t

* Changethe fottow4ngparametar tf MARKALk_se year'datm are revised,

ECO INITIAL ENERGYCOSTS / .430 /
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